■ INTRODUCTION
RNA-guided endonucleases derived from the bacterial CRISPR/Cas system have gained tremendous popularity over the use of protein-guided nucleases for genome editing during the past years. This is owed to the ease at which target gene specificity can be changed, enabling precise genome surgery on-targeted diseased cells. This gene surgery method has widespread applications, including crop manipulation, cancer diagnostics, and gene therapy. Preclinical data demonstrate the power of this technology in correcting genetic diseases, and we start to better understand the CRISPR/Cas machinery from a molecular perspective. However, despite CRIPSR/Cas technology slowly moving into the clinic, there remain some critical questions unanswered. One of these questions is whether CRISPR/Cas can be administered safely and effectively to humans via direct intravenous administration. For this, the delivery method being used is critically important and should ideally restrict genome editing to affected target cells only, and thereby avoid gene edits in nontarget cells.
In this Account, we will address the current status of in vivo CRISPR/Cas delivery with both synthetic and viral vectors and will focus on the differences in delivery methods in terms of on-target genome editing efficiency and off-target effects. In addition, we will discuss ways how immunogenicity via bacterial Cas9 in humans can be diminished. 1 
■ CRISPR/Cas MECHANISM OF ACTION AND THE
MINIMAL COMPONENTS FOR GENOME EDITING Guide RNA (gRNA) and CRISPR-associated (Cas) proteins are key components of a bacterial defense system based around clustered regularly interspaced palindromic repeats (CRISPR). Together, they enable prokaryotes to develop adaptive immune responses against invading mobile genetic elements, such as bacteriophages. This CRISPR/Cas system has been engineered into a two-part system to enable therapeutic genome editing in eukaryotic cells: a single guide RNA (sgRNA) and a Cas endonuclease together form the active ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex. The most commonly used Cas endonuclease is Cas9, although other variants have been discovered for gene editing purposes since then, such as Cpf1. 2 The sgRNA sequence consists of two domains: the spacer sequence, which consists of 20 nucleotides targeting the RNP complex to the DNA, and a backbone sequence anchoring it to the protein. 3 Therapeutic gene editing is achieved through induction of a double-strand break (DSB) at the DNA locus, directed by the sgRNA. This process requires a specific nucleotide sequence, the protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM), to be present on the target strand in order for the Cas protein to be activated. The active complex cleaves the two DNA strands upstream of the PAM. Different Cas proteins require different PAM sequences, for example 5′-NGG for Cas9 derived from Streptococcus pyogenes (spCas9) or 5′-TTTN for Cpf1. Different Cas proteins also have different cleavage patterns. SpCas9, for example, induces a blunt DSB 3 nucleotides upstream of the PAM. A DSB can be induced near any PAM site specific to the chosen Cas protein by changing the 20nt guide RNA sequence. This makes CRISPR/Cas a more appealing method for gene editing than the previously used Zinc-finger nucleases and TAL-effector nucleases, which rely on the engineering of Fok1 endonuclease to induce double-strand breaks. 1, 4 Cas9 can also be engineered to induce a single-strand nick (Cas9 nickase, nCas9) or to simply bind the DNA without endonuclease activity (inactive Cas9, dCas9). The latter can be fused to other active regulatory components, such as base-editors. 5, 6 Figure 1. Schematic summary of CRISPR/Cas endonuclease concepts. (A) Different formats in which Cas protein, gRNA, and HDR templates can be used to achieve gene editing. (B) The active RNP complex acts by cleaving 2 DNA strands at the sgRNA target site in the prescence of a PAM sequence (red). Three repair mechanisms can occur: (1) NHEJ, which can induce gene knockout by random indel formation; (2, 3) HDR using a ssDNA or dsDNA template, respectively.
There are several formats in which the sgRNA and Cas protein can be delivered into the cell to achieve therapeutic gene editing. These have been summarized in Figure 1A . The endonuclease is problematic to deliver, due to the high molecular weight of the protein (158.9 kDa for spCas9) and the gene length (around 4 kb). The gene can be delivered either as an expression plasmid or by viral vectors which need to be imported into the nucleus for transcription. Additionally, it can be delivered as mRNA which is directly translated in the cytosol. sgRNA can be delivered as synthetic oligonucleotides, or expressed through plasmids or viral vectors. The combination of Cas protein and gRNA can be delivered as a single plasmid, viral vector(s), or as preformed RNP complexes which only need to localize to the nucleus. An HDR template for specific repair can finally be delivered as single strand DNA (suited for small mutational corrections) or as large DNA plasmids (suited knock-in of large sequences or whole genes). HDR template sequences contain the corrected gene and two flanking homology arms (HA) to improve affinity around the site of the DSB (1, 4, 8) . After the induction of a DSB, the broken DNA ends are recognized by proteins belonging to the DNA repair machinery, leading to activation of DNA repair. This is achieved through one of several different repair pathways, which are more extensively reviewed elsewhere. 7 The most relevant pathways are nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ), homology directed repair (HDR), and microhomology mediated repair (MMR). NHEJ is imperfect and often leads to small insertions or deletions (indels) in the genome. This can be exploited for gene knockout by introduction of premature STOP-codons or shifts of the genetic reading frame. Gene correction and knock-in can be achieved through HDR, by addition of a template DNA strand, thereby leading to repair complementary to the provided template. 7 These are shown in Figure 1B .
■ DIRECT DELIVERY OF CRISPR/Cas
While CRISPR/Cas mediated therapeutic gene knockout and correction have many potential applications, the practical execution is not straightforward. Multiple components need to be delivered into the nuclei of target cells for the desired therapeutic effect. Delivery of genetic material or proteins can be done by directly disrupting the barriers between a drug and its target, while barely interacting with the therapeutic cargo. These methods are used extensively in vitro to study the effects of CRISPR/Cas systems on the genome because they are economical and often easy to implement on cell lines. While most direct methods of delivery are difficult to utilize in vivo, they can be used to introduce CRISPR/Cas components ex vivo to cells harvested from patients, before reintroducing them into the patient. Notable examples are hematopoietic cells for treatment of sickle-cell anemia, chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells, and germline cells. The main delivery barriers in these cases are the target cell membrane, potentially endosomal release, and nuclear localization of the active complex. 8, 9 Traditional methods of direct transfection have first been investigated. The main advantage of these techniques is that the uptake mechanism is independent of the cell. Microinjection of single fast-dividing cells has been used to generate a great variety of knockout and transgenic animals by directly injecting zygotes with CRISPR components into the nucleus. While this technique is very effective, it has the distinct disadvantage of cells requiring individual manipulation. 10 Electroporation, by which pores are formed in cell membranes upon application of a high voltage, can be used to directly transfect cells ex vivo as well as some in vivo tissues. This has, for example, been used to transfect human B-cells with CRISPR/Cas RNP to induce production of therapeutic proteins, after differentiation into plasma cells. 11 Electroporation can be very toxic, however, due to this technique harming the cell membrane. In some cases this leads to permanent permeabilization of the membrane. 12 Two novel techniques to deliver CRISPR/Cas RNPs into cells are through induction of transmembrane internalization assisted by membrane filtration (TRIAMF) and induced transduction by osmocytosis and propane betaine (iTOP). In TRIAMF, cells are extruded through a membrane, which has smaller pores than the cell diameter, thereby inducing transient pore formation in the cell membrane. This method was used to deliver RNPs in hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (HSPCs), which generally exhibit low endocytic uptake and require more direct methods of transfection. They achieved a similar efficiency compared to electroporation techniques, while observing less cytotoxicity. 13 In iTOP, hypertonic sodium chloride is added to the outside milieu of the cells along with propane-betaine NDSB-201. These components cause the formation of endosomes through macropinocytosis, which allow uptake of proteins and subsequent release by disrupting the endosomal membrane.
14 While these direct delivery methods are promising to alter specific cells ex vivo, they are limited in their application as not all tissues are suitable for ex vivo manipulation. Other delivery methods are therefore needed to deliver CRISPR/Cas directly in vivo. This can be done either intravenously or through local administration, for example, intramuscularly for Duchenne's muscular dystrophy. The latter has the distinct advantage of achieving a high dose in the target tissue and thus a high likelihood of gene editing. 15 Intravenous administration has the relative advantage of reaching a wider target, such as whole organs or systemic targets like vascular endothelium. The optimal route of administration needs to be determined for each tissue individually.
■ VIRAL DELIVERY METHODS
The ultimate goal in CRISPR therapy is to genetically correct cells directly in the human body and thereby curing a 
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Article debilitating genetic disease. This requires sophisticated carrier systems that ideally target cells with high specificity, combined with minimal cytotoxicity, and rapid clearing of the CRISPR system after successful gene modification. However, none of the currently available delivery methods fulfill all of the above criteria. Viral vectors have been used as a first resort to solve the delivery problem of CRISPR/Cas gene editing system. The most widely studied vectors include lentiviral, adeno-associated viral, and adenoviral vectors. A comparison of their main properties is given in Table 1 . Adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) combine low immunogenicity upon first injection with serotype-related target cell specificity and relatively long expression of the gene without the necessity for genome integration. However, the packaging capacity is limited and, as a consequence, the genetic material encoding the most frequently used spCas9 (4.2 kB) leaves limited space for necessary regulatory elements, such as promoter and polyadenylation signal sequences. This can be solved by splitting spCas9 into two fragments that can recombine inside the cell so that the truncated genes will fit the AAV vector, but this comes at the cost of efficiency in terms of delivery as well as target DNA cutting. 16 Adenoviral vectors (AVs) can easily contain all elements for genome editing due to their high packaging capacity, expressing both the Cas protein as well as one or multiple sgRNAs from a single vector. In addition, large donor DNA sequences to mediate homology-directed repair can be codelivered as well. The advantage of this is that sgRNA and Cas protein are consistently expressed in the same cell at a fixed ratio and since AVs are nonintegrating, Cas expression is transient in dividing cells. AVs have been successfully used for in vivo genome editing in mice, although immune-related toxicities were observed. 17 Lentiviral vectors (LVs) are at present the most widely used viral vectors for clinical gene therapy applications in which long-lasting expression of a gene is required. The advantage of LVs is the relatively safe genomic integration of the gene construct and the capacity to transduce both dividing and nondividing cells with high efficiency. However, the feature that makes this vector suitable for gene delivery (stable and long-lasting expression) is counterproductive for gene editing purposes. Long-lasting expression of the Cas protein is considered to be unfavorable for the on-target/off-target ratio of indel formation. 18−20 Indeed, a direct comparison of frequencies of indel formation at three potential genomic offtarget sites by spCas9 delivered as mRNA, pDNA, RNP, or lentivirus showed highest off-target frequencies with the lentiviral delivery method. 21 To counteract this, self-inactivating constructs have been designed in which the lentiviral vector encodes for Cas9 protein and two sgRNAs: one against the target sequence of choice and one against the Cas9 gene. 22 In this way, transient expression of Cas9 from an integrating lentiviral vector can be obtained.
Immunogenicity associated with the use of viral vectors for gene editing is often downplayed by assuming single injections will be enough to obtain gene correction and thereby cure of a disease. As long as pre-existing antibodies are absent, this single-shot approach could indeed be effective in isolated cases. However, for many monogenic diseases a certain threshold of gene-correction is required to revert the disease phenotype. For example, to cure hemophilia B, it is estimated that the levels of FIX activity should be increased from <2% of normal activity to at least 25−100% (0.25−1.00 IU/ml). Current gene therapy applications can reach levels of 0.12 IU/ml, which is enough to revert severe hemophilia into a mild form, but not enough to completely stop prophylactic FIX treatment. 23 Given the low gene correction efficiencies currently obtained through HDR in vivo such a threshold can only be obtained in case multiple injections of the viral vector are feasible to accumulate enough gene corrections to revert the disease. At present, this is not possible as high dose systemic delivery of viral vectors will prime the immune system to generate large quantities of neutralizing antibodies upon concomitant exposure, even under an immunosuppressive regimen. 24 
■ NONVIRAL DELIVERY METHODS
The disadvantages of viral systems, such as a limited packaging capacity and immune activation, have led to the development of synthetic delivery vectors. Synthetic materials are often well characterized and controlled, do not rely on a viral genome and are tunable through chemical modification. Notable properties have been summarized in Figure 2 . Disadvantages include possible problematical biocompatibility and toxicity, immunogenic potential, and problems with therapeutic cargo release. A variety of materials can be used to create these particles and address these problems, some efforts of which will be discussed here.
The simplest synthetic delivery method is by direct conjugation of an excipient molecule to an active substance. This can, for example, be done by conjugation of cellpenetrating peptides (CPPs) to gRNA and Cas protein. By Figure 2 . Advantages of synthetic vectors for CRISPR/Cas delivery using a lipid nanoparticle as example. The active RNP complex can be encapsulated by synthetic vectors, leading to a transient expression of the Cas protein. Addtionally, there is less risk of immune activation compared to viral vectors which allows for repeated dosing regimens, to potentially achieve cumulative gene editing. 28 Most particles incorporate an inert component which shields the particle from immune detection, such as polyethylene glycol (PEG). These chains can be functionalized to target specific tissues or cells of interest using targeting ligands. Other cargoes can be codelivered as well, such as immune suppresant drugs. Finally, the chemical nature of the particle formation and modification allows for upscaling of the pharmaceutical production compared to biological production methods for viral particles.
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Article doing so, Ramakrishna et al. have shown effective gene editing in HEK293T cells. The conjugation lead to 6,2% editing efficacy for RNP and 7,2% for plasmids, measured by knockout of a reporter gene. However, it is unlikely that these CPP conjugates will circumvent all delivery barriers outlined in the introduction. 25 Sophisticated delivery platforms such as nanoparticles can be engineered to do just that.
Lipid materials are well characterized to create nanocarrier systems. Recent development of liposomal systems has given rise to lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) based on ionizable cationic lipids, which exhibit a cationic charge in the lowered pH of late endosomes to induce endosomal escape, because of the tertiary amines in their structure. 26 While these LNPs were initially developed for use with RNA interference (RNAi) components such as Onpattro, they can also be used for CRISPR/Cas delivery. 27 One such application was examined by Wang et al. Briefly they show that using biodegradable cationic lipid nanoparticles, one can deliver CRISPR/Cas RNP into cells and induce effective gene knockout. 29 The use of a disulfide chain in the lipid would then act as a release mechanism by leading to degradation of the particle in the endosome, which may also contribute to endosomal release. 30 An example of in vivo delivery of CRISPR/Cas is the LNP platform developed by Finn et al. They used an ionizable lipid along with cholesterol, DSPC, and a PEGylated lipid to create nanoparticles for delivery of Cas9 mRNA and sgRNA to rat livers. They targeted the gene for transthyretin, after which they showed a decrease of >97% of serum transthyretin levels. 28 Interestingly, they demonstrated that multiple injections with these LNPs with weekly or monthly intervals led to cumulative gene editing. This will be relevant for correcting genetic defects that require high levels of gene correction in order to revert the disease phenotype. A comparison of the mentioned cationic lipids has been given in Figure 3 .
Polymer based particles can be used for CRISPR/Cas delivery in a similar manner as lipids. Materials which have been used for delivery of other nucleic acids have also been investigated for CRISPR/Cas delivery. Cationic polymers such as polyethylenimine (PEI) can be complexed to nucleic acids and can induce endosomal uptake and release, similarly to cationic lipids. Zhang et al. have for example formulated particles consisting of PEI-β-cyclodextrin to deliver plasmids coding for sgRNA and Cas9 in HeLa cells, achieving gene knockout. 31 Sun et al. have also used PEI in their formulation, in which they utilized DNA as a nanomaterial for The cargo formats and some advantages and disadvantages are given.
Article encapsulation of CRISPR/Cas vectors. These particles were coated by PEI to improve endosomal release. They injected these particles directly into tumors expressing EGFP in mice and found phenotypes exhibiting efficient EGFP knockout. 32 Dendrimeric structures of poly(amido-amine) (PAMAM) can also be used for transfection. These particles consist of a core, from which the polymer branches and they exhibit cationic primary amines on their surface, which can complex to nucleic acids. Kretzmann et al., for example, used dendrimers to deliver CRISPR/dCas9 plasmids to MCF-7, a human breast adenocarcinoma cell line. They showed effective transfection while maintaining low cytotoxicity. 33 Inorganic materials are currently being studied to encapsulate CRISPR/Cas components as well. Alsaiari et al. have, for example, formulated a network based on zinc to aid cross-linking of imidazole. The low pH of late endosomes would then, after uptake, result in cationic charges due to dissolution of the zeolitic imidazole frameworks (ZIF), after which the CRISPR-Cas components are released into the cytosol. These ZIFs have been used to successfully deliver Cas9-based RNPs into CHO cells. They showed endosomal release of the RNP's and cell viability for at least 12 h after transfection. 34 Lee et al. showed successful delivery of RNP and HDR template using colloidal gold nanoparticles in a mouse model for the treatment of Duchenne muscular dystrophy. They induced HDR to repair a single nucleotide mutation which caused knockout of the active dystrophin. They showed that 5.4% of expression was restored compared to the expression in wild-type mice, which was sufficient to restore the musculature to a healthy phenotype. 35 The main properties and stage of development of the described formulations have been summarized in Table 2 . In addition, it is poorly understood how an HDR template can be delivered into nuclei using synthetic vectors, especially for slow or nondividing cells where the nuclear envelope is rarely or not disrupted for mitosis. Viral vectors are innately able to do so and often exploit active transport pathways through the nuclear pore complex. A mixture of particles containing different cargo may be used to overcome these issues. One example is the combination of LNPs for delivery of Cas9 mRNA along with an AAV containing both sgRNA and HDR template sequences. The rationale is that the sgRNA and HDR template are needed in the nucleus while the mRNA is needed in the cytosol. Yin et al. showed successful delivery and phenotypic repair in a knockout mouse model of hereditary tyrosinemia type I. 36 This example shows promise for the utilization of multiple particles in vivo for liver targeting. A disadvantage of such an approach is the requirement of uptake of both particles into the same tissue at roughly the same time to ensure intracellular RNP formation and HDR-mediated repair.
For direct in vivo application, current trends seem to favor use of synthetic particles to deliver the CRISPR/Cas components either as mRNA or as RNP complexes. Lipid, polymeric, and inorganic particles have all been tested in vivo and seem able to deliver CRISPR/Cas components. Of these, LNP based formulations seem the most promising for in vivo gene delivery as their low toxicity was already examined for siRNA formulations earlier. Currently, the most advanced CRISPR/Cas study has been performed by Finn et al. using LNPs in mice, which targets the liver. This tissue exhibits fenestrated capillary endothelia, through which the LNPs can pass. In addition to this passive targeting, these LNPs are opsonized by apolipoprotein E in the bloodstream which then acts as a targeting ligand due to overexpression of the low density lipoprotein receptor on hepatocytes. 37 More research needs to be done examining other target tissues to confirm if LNP based delivery is more generally applicable and can achieve the desired effects in a clinical setting.
■ IMMUNE RESPONSES AND IMMUNOGENICITY
Since the CRISPR system is of bacterial origin, an immune reaction against one of its components is likely to occur when it is administered for direct in vivo genome editing. 38 Moreover, the type of delivery vector used may fortify this immune response and should therefore be carefully chosen. The mode of delivery (e.g., as gene construct, mRNA, or RNP) will also influence the overall immunogenicity of the gene editing system as longevity of Cas protein expression generally favors antigen presentation and thus potential activation of adaptive immune responses. 39, 40 A distinction should be made between innate and adaptive immune responses. Innate immune responses can be triggered by the nucleic acid cargo, especially when formulated in as nanoparticles. 41 It has been reported that exogenous mRNA as well as siRNA delivered by lipid nanoparticles activate innate immune responses through activation of various pattern recognition receptors, specifically toll-like receptors. Pseudouridine modification of the in vitro transcribed mRNA or 2′OMe or 2′MOE modifications of the siRNA can ameliorate such responses. Furthermore, CRISPR guide RNAs consist of hairpins that are known to be good activators of such receptors, like TLR3, PKR, and RIG-I. This should be considered when CRISPR/Cas components are delivered as mRNA or ribonucleoproteins. Pharmacological inhibition of these innate immune responses would be an option to prevent undesired immunological effects against CRISPR/Cas. 42−44 For example, toll-like receptor antagonists or drugs inhibiting the downstream signaling pathways (e.g., NfkB or MyD88) could help in dampening innate immune responses against CRISPR/Cas components, although full inhibition of immune responses is most likely difficult to achieve.
Adaptive responses can be directed against the Cas protein or against components of the delivery system. Viral vectors (in particular adenoviral vectors) are immunogenic, especially at the high doses that are often needed for effective transduction in humans. 42−44 Synthetic vectors can also mount adaptive immune responses. For lipid-based systems with grafted PEG polymers to enhance circulation times, anti-PEG antibodies have been described although clinical effects of such antibodies are under dispute. 45, 46 Antivector antibodies may prevent repeated dosing to boost the overall level of gene editing that may be needed for a therapeutic effect.
Adaptive immune responses against the Cas proteins are common. In fact, several studies have demonstrated that both anti-Cas antibodies and Cas-specific cellular responses pre-exist in the human population due to exposure via the microbiome. 47−49 This pre-existing immunity has important implications for clinical applications of CRISPR/Cas as it may influence the effectiveness of the gene editing therapy but may also cause serious safety problems. Antibody-responses can be partly mitigated by mRNA delivery of Cas instead of RNPs or by encapsulation of the Cas RNP into nanocarriers to shield the immunogenic protein from neutralizing antibodies. Conversely, Cas proteins could be immuno-engineered to remove B and T cell epitopes without losing activity or one could revert to Cas variants from microorganisms that are not
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Article common to humans, such as the recently discovered CasX. 50 Such strategies would at most lead to reduction rather than elimination of immunogenicity. More troublesome are the cellular responses that could potentially lead to cell killing after gene correction, thereby nullifying the therapeutic effect. Like gene therapy with viral vectors, CRISPR/Cas will most likely require coadministration of immunosuppressants, a proven method to prevent immune responses against often very immunogenic proteins. The downside is that most immunosuppressant regimens are systemic, resulting in an increased vulnerability of the patient against infectious diseases during treatment. Recent developments in antigen-specific tolerization might be further explored to avoid the need of systemic immunosuppression.
■ OFF-TARGET EVENTS AND THE INFLUENCE OF CARGO FORMAT
While the on-target efficiency of therapeutic gene editing is important to optimize, we also need to recognize the risk of gene editing outside the target locus. This can potentially lead to gene knockout of other genes. Several bioinformatic tools predict off-target sites based on homology to the target sequence, which can be used to choose sgRNA with minimal off-target effects, for example the Cas-OFFinder tool. 52 Occurred off-target events can be confirmed experimentally in a biased (based on predicted off-target sites) or unbiased (whole genome) manner. 53, 54 The variety of techniques can make direct comparisons between experiments difficult, as there are conflicting variables, such as sensitivity and different on-target efficiencies, between experiments. In addition, the choice of Cas protein is significant to reduce off-target events. For example, Shen et al. have shown reduced generation of offtarget events using Cas9 nickases in mice, possibly due to the requirement of two cleavage events instead of one. 6 In addition, Anderson et al. have shown, for example, that using higher fidelity Cas proteins significantly reduce the generation of off-target editing events. 55 Guide RNAs can be engineered as well, to improve targeting specificity by chemical or structural modifications and DNA replacements. Modifications such as phosphorothiolates to the ribose-phosphate backbone of gRNA have been shown to improve editing efficiency ontarget. 56, 57 Internal 2′-O-methyl-3′-phosphonacetate modifications lead to fewer off-target events. 57 Additionally, Yin et al. demonstrated that partial replacement of RNA nucleotides with DNA nucleotides can lead to higher on-target efficiency and reduce off-target cleavage. 58 To theoretically reduce the risk of off-target events, one can minimize the exposure time to the active RNP complex. This can, for example, be achieved by fusing Cas9 to a FKBP12-like domain, which marks Cas9 for intracellular degradation unless a specific ligand is bound to that domain. This ligand can then be codelivered, which achieves a period of Cas9 activity while also lowering the half-life. 18, 19 Alternatively, the CRISPR/Cas complex can be directly inhibited by the peptide AcrllA4, which is able to bind active RNP complexes and directly compete on the PAM recognition site. Using this inhibitory peptide, Shin et al. have shown that there is an ideal time window for Cas9 with mostly on target cutting in the first 6 h followed by off-target events later on. 59 The exposure time can also be lowered by choosing more transiently active cargo formats. Kim et al. showed that treatment with RNPs reduced the generation of off-target mutations up to 10-fold compared to delivered plasmids coding for Cas9 and sgRNA. They also showed that Cas9 exhibits a maximum activity after 1 day of exposure when delivered as RNP compared to 3 days when delivered as plasmid, proposing that these kinetic differences contribute to the perceived off-target frequencies. 60 Kouranova et al. compared Cas9 delivered as protein, DNA vector, or mRNA along with sgRNA in two cell lines. They found the highest on-target efficiency and lowest off-target events in normal cells treated with RNPs or cells stably expressing Cas9 treated with sgRNA. 61 Finally, Lattanzi et al. showed by using a deep-sequencing assay on known off-target sites that a lentiviral vector produced more off-target editing compared to mRNA, plasmid, or RNP delivery, while not reaching the same on-target effects as RNP or mRNA delivery. 21 Based on the current body of data, delivery of RNPs using bioinformatics inspired sgRNA design and an optimized Cas protein seems to be the most rational method to minimize the risk of off-target effects. However, the influence of exposure time and dose-dependency on off-target editing needs further elucidation, preferably using unbiased whole-genome screening. In addition, the main focus in the literature is on the offtarget editing events in targeted cells. The unwanted targeting of other cells can also be considered as off-target events, even if the genomic target is correct. This can be caused by usage of viral vectors with an undesired tropism, or by the poor ability of synthetic vectors to target certain cell types. For example, the majority of synthetic vectors are accumulated in the liver and spleen after intravenous injection and this may not be desired if a genetic disease is manifested outside these organs.
■ CONCLUDING REMARKS
CRISPR/Cas genome editing is less than a decade old but has already reached the stage of clinical development. CTX001 from CRISPR Therapeutics and Vertex Pharma is the first ex vivo CRISPR therapy for beta thalassemia in clinical development and more are ongoing in China. These initial applications of CRISPR/Cas in the clinic are treating diseases in which the affected cells are readily accessible and can be edited ex vivo. This avoids the ongoing challenge of tissue and cell type specific delivery in vivo and mitigates two main hurdles that CRISPR/Cas systems are currently facing: immunogenicity and off-target editing effects. These pioneering clinical trials are being watched with much anticipation but may also reveal some unanticipated side effects. While every effort is being taken to ensure effectiveness and safety, such potential side effects can only be disclosed by performing human trials.
The ultimate goal would be to cure debilitating (mono)-genetic diseases with a single injection of CRISPR/Cas. We are still far from this goal and to achieve this several shortcomings of the CRISPR/Cas system need to be addressed.
First, we should have better insights into the frequency and clinical impact of off-target events. Although the algorithms to predict off-target sites are getting better over time, as well as the design of the gRNAs, unbiased whole genome approaches have revealed several sites that have remained under the radar of such algorithms. Additionally, the clinical consequences of such off-target mutagenesis are unclear. Engineering Cas proteins to make them more potent to specific sites or to induce point mutations without the need of introducing double strand breaks are being explored and may in fact be the way forward for safe gene editing. Another approach to increase the on-target/off-target ratio is to reduce exposure time of the genomic DNA to Cas proteins. Prolonged
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Article expression seems to favor increased off-target frequency and strategies to limit or control exposure times are being explored. Moreover, targeted delivery is also crucial to limit unnecessary exposure of nontarget tissue to the Cas nucleases. Although we are still far from such a magic bullet, several delivery systems have been developed that show good targeting to hepatocytes in the liver. As such it is expected that the first applications of direct in vivo genome editing will focus on liver diseases in which gene knockout is enough to revert the disease phenotype. With all of these potential reductions of off-target events in mind, it will still be nearly impossible to fully eliminate the probability of off-target events, let alone prove that no off-target events have occurred.
By far the biggest hurdle for widespread in vivo application of CRISPR/Cas is the immunogenicity of the CRISPR/Cas components. Although encapsulation of the components in nanocarrier systems might temporarily cause protection against antibody binding and neutralization, eventually the components need to be released to exert their gene editing action. Cellular responses against cells expressing Cas9 have been described, which pose a serious threat to the success and safety of in vivo gene editing. Strategies to mitigate such immune responses, including coadministration of immunosuppressive drugs, should therefore be explored.
Despite the challenging tasks ahead, the first steps toward direct in vivo application of CRISPR/Cas gene editing have been made and the preclinical results look promising. Intellia Therapeutics has developed a lipid nanoparticle (LNP) platform for the delivery of CRISPR/Cas to the liver, in particular to hepatocytes. With their delivery platform they have reached >97% knock down of serum transthyretin (TTR) levels in healthy mice with a single injection. Moreover, knock down was effective for at least one year. 28 These encouraging results will spur other in vivo applications with CRISPR/Cas. One that might be very interesting is the targeted integration of gene expression constructs for long-term in situ expression of biopharmaceuticals. Increasing numbers of patients require lifelong treatment with biopharmaceuticals that often need frequent injections either i.v. or s.c. Examples are anti-TNF alpha antibody therapies and enzyme replacement therapies. These treatments are expensive and inconvenient for the patient. Targeted insertion of gene constructs in long-lived liver hepatocytes could in principle provide prolonged (up to years) expression without the need of frequent injections. However, this will only become a reality in case we can fully guarantee the safety of in vivo genome editing. Whatever the application, it is important to balance the medical benefit with the risks that come from the treatment. With this in mind, it is likely that CRISPR will eventually realize its potential to cure a wide range of diseases.
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